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Why Study Creative Problem Solving
Creative student thinking has become a focus in Australia and
internationally (e.g., The Melbourne Declaration on
Educational Goals for Young Australians (2008, p. 8) states:
“Successful Learners … are creative, innovative and
resourceful, and are able to solve problems in ways that draw
upon a range of learning areas and disciplines”
We need to learn more about features of classroom activity
that promote such thinking.
This presentation examines a research design and analysis
tools that enable study of such thinking.

Creative Thinking Not Enabled: Vygotsky’s Physically Present
‘Expert Other’
Watching an expert tutor interact with a child learning to build a
construction, Bruner (1986) considered the tutor’s actions through
the lens of Vygotsky’s ‘expert other’. The tutor:


"Demonstrated a task was possible”



"Provided instructions about how to undertake the task”



"Showed how to solve the task”



"Started the task and left the child to finish it”



"Provided hints and other ideas", and/or



"Asked leading questions" (van der Veer & Valsiner, 1994, p. 337)

Each of these actions provided input into how to do the task meaning
that for the purposes of this study, the child’s activity associated with
‘following the tutor’ were not creative

Creating Own ZPD Through Play (Vygotsky, 1933/1966)
“… creating an imaginary situation can be regarded as a means of
developing abstract thought.” (Vygotsky, 1933/1966, paragraph 84).
“[One uses] cultural tools such as toys when playing and in the process
creates ONE'S OWN zone of proximal development”. (Wertsch, 2003,
personal communication).
The child:


formulates the “rules of the game” (what is expected of people and
animals in these roles) and



then devises her own ways to carry out actions that lie within these
rules.

E.g., The child imagines herself to be the mother and doll a child. The
mother must obey the rules of maternal behavior. (Vygotsky, 1933/1966,
para 30)

Learning Through ‘Play’ in Mathematics Fits Vygotsky’s
Theory of Play
A highly capable child who enjoyed to ‘play’ with
mathematical ideas stated:
“[I love mathematics] because one must think … In
mathematics the rules help you to think” (Krutetskii,
1976, p. 209, Ira S).
Solving unfamiliar challenging problems in mathematics
can involve ‘playful’ activity, where spontaneous actions
are possible within a set of constraints.
Creative Mathematical Activity: Activity associated with a
student /group created ZPD, a process of spontaneously
finding innovative moves that are within the rules of
legitimate mathematical activity.

Methodological Question Posed:
In what ways do the research design and
analytical tools employed in this study of
different paces of thinking enable
interrogation of the relative development of
new mathematical ideas and influences on
this process?

Flow
Pedagogical Approach Employed is Intended to Provide
Opportunities for Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992).
Flow is a state of high positive affect during creative activity.
Occurs when students spontaneously select a challenge that
is almost out of reach, that requires the development of new
mathematical ideas to overcome it.

Precis of Task: How Many Boxes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

1. Comparing and contrasting boxes to identify properties of
‘our boxes’ [rectangular prisms]
2. How many different solid ‘our boxes’ can you make that
each contain 24 of these 1 x 1 x 1 cm cubes
3. RT (Researcher as Teacher) stimulates thinking about what
groups might report on,
e. g., “One ‘our box’ found and the thinking you did to find it,
or something else you have found or are trying to find”.
4. Further group work with teacher and RT asking
questions/making statements like: “Are there any more [‘our
boxes’]?” “Make a mathematical argument about how you
know”. “Can you see any patterns?”
Next Day time to prepare for a Game: Given no. in hidden
box, find dimensions with only ‘yes/no’ questions.

Engaged to Learn Approach (Williams, 2000)
Context
Complex Problem
Small Groups
Similar Pace of Thinking
Group members allocate roles
Groups brainstorm ideas
Groups Prime reporters
Reports to Class (at Intervals)
Group Decide Relevance of
reports
Roles change after reporting
session

Role of Teacher
Listen
Question
Suggests reporting
foci
Reporting Order
Draw Attention
Provide Language
Resist hinting/telling
Compose groups
Approach facilitates
research design

Research Design (extension of Clarke LPS Design)
Data purposefully selected from:


Longitudinal study



Three classes of students in upper elementary school in two schools



Six eighty minute problem solving sessions each year for three years.



Researcher-as-teacher (RT) and class teacher team taught with RT
implementing the tasks.

Data Collection Instruments:


Four cameras captured all group activity (6-7 groups) and student
reports at the board.



Mixed video images generated to stimulate interview discussion



Post-lesson video-stimulated interviews with four students
(individually) after each lesson.



Post-lesson video-stimulated interviews with class teacher after each
session



Group worksheets / posters collected.

Space to Think (Williams 2005): Six activities associated
with spontaneous abstracting (creative mathematical activity

Intensity in body language

Observable in
video
and / or
described
in interview.
High positive affect shown
through body language, voice
articulation, or reported

Voiced
In class and /
or interview

Group Selected from Broader Study
Lexie: generally distracted and talkative in class (teacher
interview).
Jesse: mathematically able. Not generally interested in
mathematics at school, distracted others in class [student and
teacher interview], Often up to an hour late to school thus late
for mathematics [teacher interview. Video first day: Was an
hour late Day 1 but not subsequently.
Clara: conscientious, tried to help others
Group Selection:
 All began without an understanding of group structure
 Group activity suggested students were developing ideas at
different rate (Video of Group).
 Jesse developed a mathematical insight and experienced
high positive affect during this experience (interview).
 Opportunity for Clara to do so inhibited

Data Collection Relevant to This Study
1.

Video of this group during task

2.

Videoed post-lesson interview with Jesse
where two videos were simultaneously
displayed to stimulate his reconstruction of
lesson activity.

The two videos were of students reporting at the
board (or RT using the board), and video of group
activity even during group reports and teacher
discussions.
3.Video-stimulated interview with Jesse

Facilitating Non-Verbal Communication
When verbalizations are generated to communicate the
information to another person, additional processing is
required to find understandable referents (Ericsson & Simon,
1980, p. 219)

Equality of Interaction
“A dialogue maintains equality including a respect for
diversity. This does not mean that a dialogue presupposes
similarity or symmetry. We are speaking of interpersonal
equality … dialogue develops as a dynamic process between
equal communicating partners. (p. 41)”
Alro, H. & Skovsmose, O. (2004). Dialogic learning in
collaborative investigation. Nordic Studies in Mathematics
Education, 2, 39-59.

Features of the Interview


Establish “equality of interaction”



Provide a sketch book to aid verbal communication



Elicit reconstructing not more constructing



Encourage elaboration of ideas



Identify intended meaning of terms used



Confirm usefulness of interaction

Student:


Controlled interview content



Used video remote to focus attention



Selected language (mathematical or common
language)

Analysis Tool Critical to Triangulation

Interpretive Visual Display

EyDUPLEx: Ey Eyes on task or group, D body directed towards task or group,
U, unaware of what is happening around, P, participating, L Latching, Ex,
exclaim

Illustrations of Jesse dismembering, analysing and replacing
layers of Clara’s cube (1)

Clara Deconstructs
Cube Non-systematically
and Counts blocks (to 27)

Insight! Jesse ‘sees’ structure of cube

Jesse has developed insight into cube
structure!

Design Elements
The pedagogy adds to the potential of the
design
 Multi-data sources provide triangulation
 Interpretive visual displays illuminate
patterns
 Student control of the interview process
key to generating rich data
 Retaining camera on group during RT
stimulating of thinking captured critical
‘silent’ data
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